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 18 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry

 22 New openings Salons and spas across the country

 24 Main interview Award winning Jamie Stevens, Owner of Jamie Stevens 
Salons in the UK and hair dresser par excellence, got into the salon business 
at age 19. With us, he shares his challenges and learnings 

 34 In first person Gagandeep Arora, Owner of Gagandeep Arora – Hair 
Education & Studio in Pune is a young and dynamic individual. He has climbed 
the ladder of success with his undying passion for hair dressing. With an 
experience of nine years, Arora has his hands full with client makeovers and 
mentoring junior stylists

 40 Role model Owner of Rosh & Roy Salon in Bangalore, Roshan Sequeira 
with an experience of a decade and a half in the hair industry, is calling the 
shots in a client-centric environment. He believes true passion and zest is the 
key to success. Sequeira shares his journey with us

 46 Trends Asgar Saboo, the well-known celebrity hair stylist, has announced 
the top hair colouring techniques for the season ahead. The fashionista can 
choose from Ombré, go brunette or chestnut or have face-framing highlights

 50-58 In focus A bad hair day is any layman’s nightmare, but a challenge and 
delight for anyone from the hair industry. Thousands of minds and hands 
are working together to bring out the best for hair – be it in terms of styling 
products or tools. We take a quick look into the dynamics of the hair industry 

 65 Beauty Interview with independent and renowned make-up artist, Prasenjit 
Biswas from Kolkata, who has never studied make-up artistry. He goes by 
instinct on what will look good to create aesthetic looks for his clients. He has 
worked magic on India’s fi rst super model Noyonika Chatterjee and several 
Bengali actresses and models; product launches

 78 Influencer Sana and Sulakshana, fashion designers and the names behind 
the label ‘The Circus’ share their views on hair and make-up in fashion

 79-88 Spa focus The high visual appeal of the Aristo Spa & Salon in Pune; Kavya 
Madappa, Managing Director, Amanvana Spa Resort in Coorg, shares her 
views on spa and wellness industry, business strategies, and more; Ritesh 
Mastipuram, Founder and Managing Director, O2 Spa has revolutionised the 
wellness industry by launching spas across the country in varying formats. He 
shares his plans for the brand; spa packages

 90 Celeb style Adah Sharma, the young star of Bollywood, shares her 
grooming and fashion secrets

 91 Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes

 94 Events The social calendar: what is happening when and where

 96 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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